TRANSFORMING STUDENTS WHO CREATE SOLUTIONS INTO EMPLOYEES WHO ACHIEVE RESULTS

Exceptional instructors including tenured faculty plus industry practitioners from leading institutions like Deutsche Bank and Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago

Rigorous curriculum including courses in Algorithmic Trading, Options Pricing, Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence, Risk Management, and Statistical Inference

Prepared to make a global impact, our students offer an understanding of global markets and many bring multilingual and cross-cultural communication skills to serve your increasing global presence

Project Lab partnerships with companies provide applied research opportunities for students throughout the academic year
Find your next hire at UChicago FinMath

CUSTOMIZE YOUR RECRUITMENT

**FinMath Connect** – Post positions directly or ask us to post on your behalf at any time for no cost through our recruiting platform. Promotional assistance is available to reach targeted populations, including FinMath alumni and other quant programs on campus.

**On-Campus Recruitment** – Build your brand by hosting company presentations, conducting interviews, and attending career fairs on campus. Contact us now to reserve dates that work well with your recruitment cycle.

**Project Lab** - Submit a research question or problem relevant to your company’s business. A small team of selected students working under faculty advisement will work throughout the academic quarter to solve the problem and present their results. Project lab is part of the academic curriculum, and students receive course credit for their work.

**Career Treks** - Host groups of students on site at your workplace for a one to two-hour visit and connect with a pool of high-achieving students who have a specific interest in your industry.

LEARN MORE

Emily Backe - Director of Career Development

ebacke@uchicago.edu

773-702-1458

linkedin.com/in/emilybacke/

Alma Ceballos - Associate Director of Career Development

almaceballos@uchicago.edu

773-702-0618

linkedin.com/in/almaceballos/

finmath-careers@lists.uchicago.edu

TOP DESTINATIONS FOR RECENT FINMATH GRADUATES INCLUDE:

J.P. Morgan Goldman Sachs Morgan Stanley Barclays Dimensional Citi Fitch Ratings

CME Group Credit Suisse CTC IMC CIBC PIMCO